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The two stone crosses at Eivindvik are thought to date to the Norwegian Christianisation 
period in the late Viking Age (circa 950-1030AD).  They are made of granite mica schist from 
the local quarry of Hyllestad.  Both are thought to show an influence from the British Isles. 

Southern cross - Fetts fk.nr. 3/1. Steinkors - Lokalitets ID: 16183 

Northern cross - Fetts fk.nr. 3/2 Krossteigen - Lokalitets ID: 16184 - cross located circa 
193m NNW of southern cross. 

The two crosses stand either side of an impressive natural amphitheatre, identified as the 
original location of the Gulating assembly site.  The northern cross currently stands upslope in 
open pasture, the southern cross base was located just beyond the northern churchyard wall.  
From the southern cross, the land drops steeply to the north, into a bowl shaped landform.  
This landform (the natural amphitheatre) is currently occupied by a modern graveyard, the 
offices of the Gulen kommune, and associated car parking.  No surface features thought to be 
of an archaeological origin are visible within this bowl, although it is bounded by an 
impressive stone wall (of unknown date) to the north and north east.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Location overview of southern cross (16183) and northern cross (16184). 
 (AP from gislink.no) 
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The southern cross stood adjacent to the churchyard wall, within an area of maintained grass 
and trees. Immediately to the east of the cross is a path leading downslope from the northern 
gate of the churchyard, towards access roads and utility buildings. The southern cross was 
broken in two by tree felling on 27th of April 2012. It previously stood to a height of 2.85m. 
The break occurred below the head of the cross, leaving circa 1.4m of the cross base standing. 
The head of cross was removed to storage. 
 

 
Figure 2 - Detailed location of southern cross and church. (Vector mapping from gislink.no) 

 
 

 the unfortunate events of 27th April 2012, the 
surviving cross base has been encased in a 
protective casing of foam and timber.  
 
On the 24th of October 2013 a team from The 
University Museum of Bergen excavated the 
remaining cross base for purposes of security and 
conservation.  The team comprised Alf Tore 
Hommedal, Morten Ramstad and Howell 
Roberts, assisted by staff from Gulen kommune.  
The timber casing was removed, and a small 
excavation area was demarcated around the base 
of the cross. Turf and topsoil removed by hand. 
 
The remains of the cross were carefully cleaned 
(to preserve detail of burial depth) and 
photographed prior to further excavation 
 
 
Figure 3 - Removal of protective casing.  
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The remainder of the cross stood approximately 1.4m from the upper eastern edge of the cross 
to the exposed ground surface.  Removal of the turf and topsoil immediately exposed an 
outcrop of bedrock directly to the south of the cross and extending beneath the churchyard 
wall (see Figure 4). This process also revealed modern filling materials of small angular 
gravel adjacent to the curbing of a modern asphalted path.  Both the curb stones and gravel 
were removed, the curb stones being reserved for future re-use  

 

 
Figure 4 - Cross base exposed (left - facing S, right - sub-vertical facing northwest, bedrock is visible 

 
Removal of the curb stones and associated gravel and overburden exposed an irregular, but 
largely horizontally bedded packing of flat stones.  These stones lay at a depth of 0.20-0.30m 
from the ground surface (at circa 11.85m above sea level), and whilst some may have been 
casually shaped, the majority are unworked and of random sizes from 0.05-0.40m in 
maximum dimension. 
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Figure 5 - Schematic of excavation area. 
1) - Cross base 
2) - Churchyard wall 
3) - Churchyard path 
4) - Extent of excavation area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 - Cross upper foundations exposed (left - facing E, right -facing W). A fragment of orange/red ceramic 
roof tile is visible amongst the stones in the right hand image 
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Removal of the horizontal foundation packing revealed a significant quantity of orange/red 
ceramic building material in and amongst the stone packing.  These are clearly shards of roof 
tiles, and of C18th or C19th manufacture.  As the upper packing was removed, an increasing 
number of vertical or sub-vertical stones were revealed.  These functioned as wedges, holding 
the cross firmly upright between two outcrops of bedrock.  These vertical wedges were also 
found to be associated with further pieces of roof tile. 
 
As the vertical stones were cleaned, it became possible to detect some limited motion of the 
cross base, and measures were taken to secure the cross, with foam packing and cloth lifting 
straps, attached to the front forks of a mechanical excavator, and maintained under light 
tension. The upright packing stones were removed individually and retained. As they were 
removed, three substantial loose iron bolts and further roof tile fragments were recovered.  
The iron bolts were clearly of industrial manufacture and thought to date to the C19th.  
 
However, restricted space, continuous rain and a high water table obscured the base of the 
stone. Manual exploration indicated that the cross extended circa 0.30m below water level, 
and that cross did not widen at its base, and therefore no obstructions remained to its removal 
(see Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 7 - Fragments of roof tile and three iron bolts recovered from amongst the stone foundations of the cross. 
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Figure 8 - Cross secured. Left - upright stones visible, Right - cross base extends below water table. 

 

The cross base was subsequently lifted vertically with the assistance of a mechanical 
excavator and several staff of Gulen kommune.  Once free of the excavation areas and any 
obstructions, the cross base was lain upon timber pallets in the rear of a flat bed truck, and 
removed to storage facilities of Gulen kommune. 

The maximum depth of the cross setting was recorded at 10.56m above sea level, or circa 
1.45m below ground surface.  The cross base was measured and drawn, along with a selection 
of the vertical packing stones. These packing stones were wrapped in geotextile and retained 
at site for future re-use.  
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 9 - Lifting the cross. 
 

Excavation of the cross indicated that the foundation/stone setting included early modern 
materials throughout. The tile fragments are likely connected to the church site. Documentary 
sources indicate a church at Eivindvik from at least 1327 onwards, with the current church 
replacing one from circa 1600 (Helle 2001:56). Most probable the roof tile fragments come 
from the roof of the church replaced in 1863, either from a renovation of the roof in C 18th or 
from the demolishing of the church in the 1860's.1 It is therefore clear that the foundation of 
the cross has been remade, likely during the C19th, perhaps in connection with the 
construction of the current church in 1863. At least it must have been done before 1886, since 
an illustration in the “Illustreret Nyhedsblad” published this year shows the cross at its present 
relation to the new church and the church yard (Figure. 10). Furthermore, the possibility arises 
that the cross had also been relocated at this time. If the cross then was relocated it is not 
moved far, since the cross already in 1626 is told to stand “ved kirken”, where it also was 
located in the early C19th (Birkelid 1973:178f, see also Moltke 1956 in Gabrielsen 2002:69). 
According to a local tradition the cross original was situated closer to the shore (Birkelid 
1973:187). 2  Although it remains speculative, it is noted that the southern cross has not 
                                                           
1 It will probably be possible to get more information on the church’s tile roof from the accounts of the church, 
but it has not been possible to check this within this report. 
2 A personal communication to Alf Tore Hommedal also says that the informer’s grandfather took part in 
moving the cross in the early C20th. No one in the local society in Eivindvik has ever heard about this, and 
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recently occupied a position of prominence in the landscape, being greatly overshadowed and 
obscured by the modern church and particularly by the churchyard wall. Helle (2001:57) 
discusses the variety of attested distances between the two crosses - from between 182-198m - 
and the current distance of circa 193m. These small variations in historic measurements do 
not require any relocation however. Furthermore, if a possible relocation had been brought 
about by the construction of the 1863 church, that would imply a previous distance in excess 
of 210m, which seems unlikely.  

 

 

 
Figure 10 - from Illustrert Nyhedsblad. 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
according to the figure in Illustreret Nyhedsblad this can not be correct. If the personal information is correct it 
then the cross must have been replaced at the same spot.  
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Figure 11 - Indicative sketch of the cross base, dimensions are 2.79m x 0.43m x 0.15m max). 
 

 

 

 
Figure 12 - Upright packing stones - left to right: 

0.84 x 0.25 x 0.13m, 0.50 x 0.20 x 0.09m, 0.85 x 0.25 x 0.07m, 0.51 x 0.30 x 0.09, 0.49 x 0.26 x 0.07 
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Potential for further research 
 
As it is clear that the southern cross foundation is not original, or at least not in its original 
form, further research might be carried out to determine whether or not any alternative 
location might be identified.  Furthermore, local descriptions suggest the one time presence of 
one or more further crosses at Eivindvik. Although possible locations for these remains 
obscure, these include a location above and to the east of the modern churchyard (Helle 
2001:58).  The wider landform within which the crosses are situated is identified as the earlier 
location of the Gulating assembly.  Little archaeological enquiry has taken place at Eivindvik 
- although small scale botanical studies were undertaken in 1976 (Helle 2001:57, Øye 1977). 
Non-intrusive techniques of survey might be proposed for the area of the Thing. It is also 
noted that any further extension of the modern churchyard or the parking facilities of the 
Gulen kommune offices might have a detrimental effect on possible non-visible 
archaeological remains. 
 
These results also raise the possibility that the northern cross foundation might at some time 
have been reconstructed, or perhaps even relocated. An examination might be considered 
timely. If the northern cross is relocated, neither this cross can have been moved far, since it 
already in 1626 is told to be located in the same area, as it also was in the first part of the 
C19th (Birkelid 1973:178, 184, see also Moltke 1956 in Gabrielsen 2002:75).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 - Prospect looking south across the 
assembly site. The northern churchyard gate is 
visible through the upper right arms of the 
northern cross.   
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PHOTO REGISTER 
 
Frame Motive Direction 

(  
 

ID Date 
IMG_3769 Cross base in protective packaging S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3770 Cross base in protective packaging S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3771 Removing packaging E HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3772 VOID       
IMG_3773 Removing packaging SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3774 Removing packaging SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3775 Removing packaging SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3776 Cross exposed, area de-turfed S MR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3777 Cross exposed, area de-turfed N/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3778 Cross exposed, area de-turfed NE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3779 Cross exposed, area de-turfed NE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3780 Cross exposed, area de-turfed NNW/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3781 Cross exposed, area de-turfed SSW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3782 Cross exposed, area de-turfed SW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3783 Cross and upper foundation exposed S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3784 Cross and upper foundation exposed S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3785 Cross and upper foundation exposed SW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3786 Cross and upper foundation exposed W HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3787 Cross and upper foundation exposed WNW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3788 Cross and upper foundation exposed NE/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3789 Cross and upper foundation exposed NE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3790 Cross and upper foundation exposed NE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3791 Cross and upper foundation exposed E HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3792 Cross and upper foundation exposed SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3793 Cross and upper foundation exposed S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3794 Cross and upper foundation exposed WSW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3795 Cross and upper foundation exposed NNW/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3796 Cross and upper foundation exposed, with tile 

f t 
NE/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 

IMG_3797 Cross and upper foundation exposed W HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3798 Tile fragment, beneath upper foundation stones E/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3799 Excavating upper foundations, north of cross E HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3800 Excavating upper foundations, south of cross, 

ith til  f t 
E HMR 24.10.2013 

IMG_3801 Bracing the cross stump SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3802 Bracing the cross stump NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3803 Tensioning the support straps NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3804 Tensioning the support straps SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3805 Tensioning the support straps SE HMR 24.10.2013 
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IMG_3806 Detail of lower, upright foundation elements S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3807 Detail of lower, upright foundation elements, 

d b d k 
W HMR 24.10.2013 

IMG_3808 Detail of lower, upright foundation elements, 
d b d k 

E HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3809 Detail of lower, upright foundation elements S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3810 Lower foundations removed SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3811 Lower foundations removed, cross against 

b d k 
E HMR 24.10.2013 

IMG_3812 Lower foundations removed NE/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3813 Lower foundations removed, bedrock N/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3814 Cross supported  NE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3815 Cross supported  NE/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3816 Cross supported  NW/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3817 Cross supported, with MR and ATH  NW/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3818 Lifting the cross SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3819 Lifting the cross SE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3820 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3821 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3822 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3823 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3824 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3825 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3826 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3827 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3828 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3829 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3830 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3831 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3832 Lifting the cross NW HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3833 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3834 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3835 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3836 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3837 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3838 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3839 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3840 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3841 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3842 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3843 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3844 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3845 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3846 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
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IMG_3847 Transporting the cross N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3848 Transporting the cross. Achieved! N HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3849 Bedrock exposed after removal S HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3850 Bedrock exposed after removal N/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3851 Bedrock exposed after removal N/vertical HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3852 Bedrock exposed after removal NE HMR 24.10.2013 
IMG_3853 Packing stones not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3854 Packing stones not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3855 Packing stones not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3856 Packing stones not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3857 Foundation void flooded N HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3858 View to northern cross N HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3859 View from churchyard to fjord W HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3860 View from churchyard to fjord W HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3861 Packing stone not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3862 Packing stone not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3863 Packing stone not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3864 Packing stone not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3865 Packing stone not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3866 Packing stone not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3867 Packing stone not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3868 View over graveyard to Northern cross N HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3869 Northern cross N HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3870 Northern cross in profile E HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3871 Northern cross, with view to church  S HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3872 Northern cross in profile W HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3873 Northern cross, with HMR N MR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3874 View from northern cross to church S HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3875 Northern cross, with MR N HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3876 Stone boundary, at NE of Thing site NE HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3877 Stone boundary, at NE of Thing site E HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3878 Stone boundary, at NE of Thing site E HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3879 Stone boundary, carpark, graveyard SE HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3880 Carpark, graveyard, church, spring  S HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3881 Carpark, graveyard, church, spring, kommune 

ffi   
S HMR 25.10.2013 

IMG_3882 Signpost, showing engraving of S cross location not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3883 Signpost, narrative not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3884 Cross base on pallets not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3885 Cross base on pallets not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3886 Cross base on pallets not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3887 Cross base on pallets, scale not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
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IMG_3888 ATH examines cross base not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
IMG_3889 VOID       
IMG_3890 ATH examines cross base not applicable HMR 25.10.2013 
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	The Stone Cross by the church at Eivindvik, Gulen in Sogn og Fjordane.
	Archaeological excavation
	/
	HOWELL MAGNUS ROBERTS, ALF TORE HOMMEDAL, MORTEN RAMSTAD
	Seksjon for ytre kulturminnevern,
	Universitetsmuseet i Bergen
	The two stone crosses at Eivindvik are thought to date to the Norwegian Christianisation period in the late Viking Age (circa 950-1030AD).  They are made of granite mica schist from the local quarry of Hyllestad.  Both are thought to show an influence from the British Isles.
	Southern cross - Fetts fk.nr. 3/1. Steinkors - Lokalitets ID: 16183
	Northern cross - Fetts fk.nr. 3/2 Krossteigen - Lokalitets ID: 16184 - cross located circa 193m NNW of southern cross.
	The two crosses stand either side of an impressive natural amphitheatre, identified as the original location of the Gulating assembly site.  The northern cross currently stands upslope in open pasture, the southern cross base was located just beyond the northern churchyard wall.  From the southern cross, the land drops steeply to the north, into a bowl shaped landform.  This landform (the natural amphitheatre) is currently occupied by a modern graveyard, the offices of the Gulen kommune, and associated car parking.  No surface features thought to be of an archaeological origin are visible within this bowl, although it is bounded by an impressive stone wall (of unknown date) to the north and north east. 
	/
	Figure 1 - Location overview of southern cross (16183) and northern cross (16184).
	 (AP from gislink.no)
	The southern cross stood adjacent to the churchyard wall, within an area of maintained grass and trees. Immediately to the east of the cross is a path leading downslope from the northern gate of the churchyard, towards access roads and utility buildings. The southern cross was broken in two by tree felling on 27th of April 2012. It previously stood to a height of 2.85m. The break occurred below the head of the cross, leaving circa 1.4m of the cross base standing. The head of cross was removed to storage.
	/
	Figure 2 - Detailed location of southern cross and church. (Vector mapping from gislink.no)
	Since the unfortunate events of 27th April 2012, the surviving cross base has been encased in a protective casing of foam and timber. 
	On the 24th of October 2013 a team from The University Museum of Bergen excavated the remaining cross base for purposes of security and conservation.  The team comprised Alf Tore Hommedal, Morten Ramstad and Howell Roberts, assisted by staff from Gulen kommune.  The timber casing was removed, and a small excavation area was demarcated around the base of the cross. Turf and topsoil removed by hand.
	The remains of the cross were carefully cleaned (to preserve detail of burial depth) and photographed prior to further excavation
	Figure 3 - Removal of protective casing. 
	The remainder of the cross stood approximately 1.4m from the upper eastern edge of the cross to the exposed ground surface.  Removal of the turf and topsoil immediately exposed an outcrop of bedrock directly to the south of the cross and extending beneath the churchyard wall (see Figure 4). This process also revealed modern filling materials of small angular gravel adjacent to the curbing of a modern asphalted path.  Both the curb stones and gravel were removed, the curb stones being reserved for future re-use 
	/
	Figure 4 - Cross base exposed (left - facing S, right - sub-vertical facing northwest, bedrock is visible
	Removal of the curb stones and associated gravel and overburden exposed an irregular, but largely horizontally bedded packing of flat stones.  These stones lay at a depth of 0.20-0.30m from the ground surface (at circa 11.85m above sea level), and whilst some may have been casually shaped, the majority are unworked and of random sizes from 0.05-0.40m in maximum dimension.
	Figure 5 - Schematic of excavation area.
	1) - Cross base
	2) - Churchyard wall
	3) - Churchyard path
	4) - Extent of excavation area.
	Figure 6 - Cross upper foundations exposed (left - facing E, right -facing W). A fragment of orange/red ceramic roof tile is visible amongst the stones in the right hand image
	Removal of the horizontal foundation packing revealed a significant quantity of orange/red ceramic building material in and amongst the stone packing.  These are clearly shards of roof tiles, and of C18th or C19th manufacture.  As the upper packing was removed, an increasing number of vertical or sub-vertical stones were revealed.  These functioned as wedges, holding the cross firmly upright between two outcrops of bedrock.  These vertical wedges were also found to be associated with further pieces of roof tile.
	As the vertical stones were cleaned, it became possible to detect some limited motion of the cross base, and measures were taken to secure the cross, with foam packing and cloth lifting straps, attached to the front forks of a mechanical excavator, and maintained under light tension. The upright packing stones were removed individually and retained. As they were removed, three substantial loose iron bolts and further roof tile fragments were recovered.  The iron bolts were clearly of industrial manufacture and thought to date to the C19th. 
	However, restricted space, continuous rain and a high water table obscured the base of the stone. Manual exploration indicated that the cross extended circa 0.30m below water level, and that cross did not widen at its base, and therefore no obstructions remained to its removal (see Figure 8).
	/
	Figure 7 - Fragments of roof tile and three iron bolts recovered from amongst the stone foundations of the cross.
	Figure 8 - Cross secured. Left - upright stones visible, Right - cross base extends below water table.
	The cross base was subsequently lifted vertically with the assistance of a mechanical excavator and several staff of Gulen kommune.  Once free of the excavation areas and any obstructions, the cross base was lain upon timber pallets in the rear of a flat bed truck, and removed to storage facilities of Gulen kommune.
	The maximum depth of the cross setting was recorded at 10.56m above sea level, or circa 1.45m below ground surface.  The cross base was measured and drawn, along with a selection of the vertical packing stones. These packing stones were wrapped in geotextile and retained at site for future re-use. 
	Figure 9 - Lifting the cross.
	Excavation of the cross indicated that the foundation/stone setting included early modern materials throughout. The tile fragments are likely connected to the church site. Documentary sources indicate a church at Eivindvik from at least 1327 onwards, with the current church replacing one from circa 1600 (Helle 2001:56). Most probable the roof tile fragments come from the roof of the church replaced in 1863, either from a renovation of the roof in C 18th or from the demolishing of the church in the 1860's. It is therefore clear that the foundation of the cross has been remade, likely during the C19th, perhaps in connection with the construction of the current church in 1863. At least it must have been done before 1886, since an illustration in the “Illustreret Nyhedsblad” published this year shows the cross at its present relation to the new church and the church yard (Figure. 10). Furthermore, the possibility arises that the cross had also been relocated at this time. If the cross then was relocated it is not moved far, since the cross already in 1626 is told to stand “ved kirken”, where it also was located in the early C19th (Birkelid 1973:178f, see also Moltke 1956 in Gabrielsen 2002:69). According to a local tradition the cross original was situated closer to the shore (Birkelid 1973:187). Although it remains speculative, it is noted that the southern cross has not recently occupied a position of prominence in the landscape, being greatly overshadowed and obscured by the modern church and particularly by the churchyard wall. Helle (2001:57) discusses the variety of attested distances between the two crosses - from between 182-198m - and the current distance of circa 193m. These small variations in historic measurements do not require any relocation however. Furthermore, if a possible relocation had been brought about by the construction of the 1863 church, that would imply a previous distance in excess of 210m, which seems unlikely. 
	/
	Figure 10 - from Illustrert Nyhedsblad.
	/
	Figure 11 - Indicative sketch of the cross base, dimensions are 2.79m x 0.43m x 0.15m max).
	/
	Figure 12 - Upright packing stones - left to right:
	0.84 x 0.25 x 0.13m, 0.50 x 0.20 x 0.09m, 0.85 x 0.25 x 0.07m, 0.51 x 0.30 x 0.09, 0.49 x 0.26 x 0.07
	Potential for further research
	As it is clear that the southern cross foundation is not original, or at least not in its original form, further research might be carried out to determine whether or not any alternative location might be identified.  Furthermore, local descriptions suggest the one time presence of one or more further crosses at Eivindvik. Although possible locations for these remains obscure, these include a location above and to the east of the modern churchyard (Helle 2001:58).  The wider landform within which the crosses are situated is identified as the earlier location of the Gulating assembly.  Little archaeological enquiry has taken place at Eivindvik - although small scale botanical studies were undertaken in 1976 (Helle 2001:57, Øye 1977). Non-intrusive techniques of survey might be proposed for the area of the Thing. It is also noted that any further extension of the modern churchyard or the parking facilities of the Gulen kommune offices might have a detrimental effect on possible non-visible archaeological remains.
	These results also raise the possibility that the northern cross foundation might at some time have been reconstructed, or perhaps even relocated. An examination might be considered timely. If the northern cross is relocated, neither this cross can have been moved far, since it already in 1626 is told to be located in the same area, as it also was in the first part of the C19th (Birkelid 1973:178, 184, see also Moltke 1956 in Gabrielsen 2002:75). 
	Figure 13 - Prospect looking south across the assembly site. The northern churchyard gate is visible through the upper right arms of the northern cross.  
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